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ON MEROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS

OF ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
BY

SH. STRELITZ

Abstract. The Malmquist Theorem is generalized for equations of the type

R(z, w, w', . . . , w*"*) = P(z, w)/Q(z, w) where P, Q and R are polynomials of w

and w, w', . . . , w(n) respectively with meromorphic coefficients of finite order.

1. In this paper we consider the differential equation

R(z, w,w',..., m>C>) = P(z, w)/Q{z, w) (1.1)

where P, Q and R are polynomials of w and w,w', . . ., ww respectively with

meromorphic coefficients of z in the plane \z\ < oo.

We generalized in [4] the well-known Malmquist Theorem [2] for equations of

type (1.1), where P, Q and R were polynomials of all their corresponding variables

and obtained there under these conditions that if (1.1) has a transcendental

meromorphic solution in \z\ < oo then Q(z, w) does not depend on w. In this paper

we generalize the indicated theorem for (1.1) described above.

In order to formulate the main assertion of this paper we rewrite P, Q and R of

(1.1) in the following forms:
m

R(z, w,w',..., WC>) = 2 *,„,• • • ■ Jz)w'»(>v')'' • • • («-<"»)'",
i'o + i,+ • • ■  +i„-0

P(z, w) =  2   Pk(z)w"~k,
k = 0

ô(;, *0 = 2 QAz>"'k- O-2)
7=0

We will use the following notations.

(1) We denote by p(/) the order of the meromorphic function/and put

A = max{p(R^... J, p(Pk), p(ß,)} (1.3)

where the maximum is taken over all the possible values of the indices is, k andy.

(2) We denote the set of all the polynomials

T(z, w) - ¿   Ts(z)w'-*
j=0

where all the Ts(z) are meromorphic functions in \z\ < oo by 3JÎ.
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Definition 1. The polynomial T0(z, w) G 3R which depends explicitly on w is

called a nontrivial divisor of T(z, w) in 3JÎ if there is a third nontrivial Tx G Tt (that

is, Tx(z, w) depends explicitly on w) such that T = TXTQ.

Definition 2. Two polynomials Tx, T2 G 3K are called mutually prime if they

have no common nontrivial divisors.

We are now able to formulate the main result of this paper.

Theorem. Consider (1.1). Let P(z, w) and Q(z, w) be mutually prime in Tt and let

X < oo. If (1.1) has a transcendental meromorphic solution w(z) in \z\ < oo of order

p > X then Q(z, w) does not depend on w.

Remark. In this theorem it is impossible in general to put p(w) > A. Indeed let

pk(z) and qj(z) be transcendental meromorphic functions with p(pk) < p, piqf) < p

(for all k and/) and/(z) a meromorphic function of order p. Then the equation

n m

2 *(*)/-*   2 PM)*m-J

w„=r.k^>-i^-
J m n

2 pM)r~J   2 #-)*"'
y-o k-o

has a solution/(z) of order p.

In the following sections of this paper we prove the theorem formulated above.

2. We can always assume that the degree, d(P), of P(z, w) in respect to w is less

than the degree, d(Q), of Q(z, w) in respect to w; d(P) < d(Q). Indeed if d(P) >

d(Q) then dividing P(z, w) by Q(z, w) as polynomials of w, we will separate the

entire polynomial part (in respect to w), s(z, w), and will obtain a remainder,

Px(z, w)/Q(z, w), with a degree, d(Px), of Px(z, w) lower than the degree, d(Q), of

Q(z, w):

P(z, w)/Q(z, w) = S(z, w) + Px(z, w)/Q(z, w)

with d(Px) < d{Q).  From (1.1)  now follows R(z, w, w', . . ., wM) - S(z, w) =

Px(z, w)/Q(z, w). Denoting

R(z, w, w', . . . , w(n)) - S(z, w) = Rx(z, w,w',. .., w(n))

we get a new equation

Rx(z, w,w',..., w(">) = Px(z, w)/Q(z, w)

where Px(z, w)/Q(z, w) has the required property. We assume that already in (1.1)

the degree of P(z, w) is lower than the degree of Q(z, w) in respect of w.

In order to prove our theorem we suppose that Q(z, w) depends explicitly on w.

Let w{z) be a meromorphic solution of order p > A of (1.1). We substitute in (1.1)

w for w(z). By a suitable transformation

w = (ßu+l)/(u+l) (2.1)

with an appropriately chosen ß, (1.1) will be reduced to

R*(z, u,u',..., «<">) = P*(z, u)/Q*{z, u) (2.2)

with the following properties:
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(i) P*(z, u), Q*(z, u) and R*(z, u, u', . . . , «(n)) are polynomials of u and

u, u', ... , m(b) respectively with meromorphic coefficients of order no more than A;

(ii) P*(z, w) and Q*(z, w) are mutually prime in 3JÎ;

(iii) the function Q*(z, u(z)), where u(z) is the meromorphic solution of (2.2)

corresponding to w(z) (of order p: p > A), does not vanish at the poles of the

function u(z) and

(iv) a = oo is not a deficiency value of u(z).

In order to prove these properties consider now the zeros of the function

Q*(z, u{z)). In the poles of u(z) according to (2.1)

f(i)l... = ß- (2-3)

Further,

ßu + l\      4}   n i \( ßu + ! Y~J

ô(,^)=2ô,W(^r
—^—q 2   QjMß« + iy-J(u + iy = £!Í£^1        (2.4)
(u + iy j=o (i + «)

and

e(z, w) e*(z, «) e*(z, u)

with the polynomial

p*(z,«) = Jp(z,^1?-)(i + «r.

We have

Í- ̂ rf) = Ô(^> i8). (2.5)

Let {z„} be the sequence of all the zeros of the function Q(z, w(z)): Q(z„, w(zn)) =

0, n = 1, 2, 3, ... . We now point out a number ß such that

w(zn) *ß,       n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2.6)

Suppose {z'p} is the sequence of all the solutions of the equation w(z) = ß:

w(zj) = ß,      j- 1, 2, 3, ... . (2.7)

Obviously Zj j= zk;j,k = 1, 2, 3, .... At the point zj, in view of their construction,

Q(z], w(zj)) ¥=0,      j = 1, 2, 3, ... . (2.8)

So that Q(z, (ßu + 1)/(m + 1)) does not vanish in the poles of u. From (2.4) we

now infer that all the solutions of Q*(z, u) = (u + \)"Q(z, (ßu + \)/(u + 1)) = 0

are different from the poles of u(z). Besides ß can be chosen in such a manner that

Q*(z, u) will depend explicitly on u and additionally so that a = oo will be a

nondeficiency value of u(z) since the deficiency values form only a countable set. It

is obvious also that if in (1.1) P and Q are mutually prime in 2TÍ, then P*(z, u) and

Q*(z, u) will be mutually prime in 3JÎ too.

Thus without restricting the generality we can assume that already in (1.1)
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Q(z, w(z)) ^ 0 at the poles of w(z) and that a = oo is not a deficiency value of

w(z).

3. It follows now from (1.1) under our assumptions of the §2 that P(z, w(z))

vanishes at every point where Q(z, w(z)) vanishes with the exception maybe of a

sequence of poles of the function R¡, ...Az) (see (1.2)) whose convergence expo-

nent is not greater than A. Indeed, at a point z0 where ß(z0, w(zQJ) = 0, according

to our construction w(z0) ^ oo, so that if P(z0, w(z0)) i= 0 then it is indispensable

that

R0(z0) = R(z0, w(z0), ..., w<n>(z0)) = oo,       R0(z) m R(z, w(z), ..., w(n>(z))

i.e., the function R0(z) will have a pole in z0. But this is possible only if z0 is a pole

of at least one of the coefficients R^ ...-Aß) in (1.2). Since w(z0) ¥= oo the

multiplicity of the pole of R0(z) cannot be greater than the multiplicity of the pole

of the corresponding functions R¡t¡¡¡... Az). But the last functions are of order not

more than A, so that the convergence exponent of the poles of R¿(z) is not

exceeding A.

Consider now the common zeros of P(z, w) and Q(z, w), that is the set of all the

solutions of the system of equations

P(z, w) = 0,        Q(z, w) = 0. (3.1)

The resultant D(z) of this system is a meromorphic function of order no greater

than A and cannot vanish identically because P(z, w) and Q(z, w) are mutually

prime in 3JÎ according to our conditions of the theorem. Consequently the sequence

of the zeros of the function Q(z, w(z)) has a convergence exponent not greater than

A. Thus there is a representation

Q(z,w(z))=f(z)/F(z), (3.2)

where /(z) is an entire function of order not greater than A, F(z) is another entire

function.

Lemma 1. F(z) in the representation (3.2) is an entire function of order p.

Remark. We restrict ourself with p < oo. The case p = oo can be dealt with

literally in the same way.

Proof of Lemma 1. We consider the function

Q(z, w(z)) = 2   Qj(z)w"-J(z). (3.3)
7=0

Since a = oo is not a deficiency value of w(z) (see property (iv) in §2) then the

convergence exponent of the sequence of the poles of (3.3) equals p and Q(z, w(z))

is of order p. Indeed

2   Qj(z)w"-J(z) = w«(z)
y = o

As we saw in §2

ßo(*) - 2   ô,W/Mz) * 0 (3.5)
7=1

Coto - 2   ß,(z)/*>>(z)
7=1

(3.4)
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K(r0,F)=    *m/Z,''X- (4-2)

at the poles of w(z) so that Q(z, w(z)) is of order not less than p, because the

convergence exponent of its poles as it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) is not less than

p. On the other hand, Q(z, w(z)) is at most of order p. Thus the order of ß(z, w(z))

equals p.

Equality (3.2) now shows that F(z) is an entire function of order p since

Q(z, w(z)) is of order p and /(z) of order X < p. Lemma 1 is proven.

4. We continue the proof of the theorem.

Let £ be a maximal point of the function \F(z)\ on the circle \z\ = r, that is,

\F(S)\ = max|F(z)| = M(r, F),       |£| = r. (4.1)
\r\ = r

Denote

rM'jr, F)

r-Xrl+O   M(r, F)

It is known [3, p. 148] that for each f, |f | = r with the exception of a sequence of

intervals I on the /--axis with bounded logarithmic measure (that is f¡(dr/r) < oo).

F(fe") = (1 + o(l))F(S),        | W)| = 0 + o(\))M(r, F),       r G /,        (4.3)

for

|i}| < l//nn1 + a/C,       K=K(r,F), (4.4)

with an arbitrary fixed a > 0, / = 1(a). For such tj

|f|(l-2|7,|)<|^"|<|?|(l+2M) (4.5)

because K(r, F) —> oo (see [3, p. 66]). Hence according to equation (4.3), \F(z)\ =

(1 + o(\))M(r, F) in the circle Ct:

\z - S\ < |f | h|/2 (4.6)

(tj is given by (4.4)).

Denote H = U f Q, |f | G /• We will now construct a sequence /, =

U j(Rp RJ) on the /--axis such that (Ä„ Ä/) n (R,, RJ) = 0, i ¥=j, Ix n /= 0,

mes 7, = oo and

In In M(r, F) ,    .
lim   -r-^- = p. (4.7)

r-»» In r
re/,

In order to prove it we note that there is a sequence I0 of intervals I0 =

U £,(/?,, A/), (Ä,, /?/) n (Ä„ Ä/) = 0, / ¥>j, mes /„ = oo such that

In In M(r, F) ,    .
hm   -r-^-p. (4.8)
/•->» In r
rS/0

This is obvious if the lower and upper orders of F(z) coincide. To prove (4.8)

suppose now that

In In M(r, F)      ^—   In In M(r)
hm   -r-5-^—'- < hm   -¡-^-¡- = p.

r~^o ln/" i—co        mr

In this case there is an infinite sequence of local maximal points Rj t oo such that
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In In M(R¡, F)
lim   -:-= p.

7-*=o In Rj y

Let N > 1 be an arbitrary fixed number and R? an arbitrary point on the

segment [Rj, NRj],j = 1, 2, 3, ... . Evidently

In In M(R* F)      In In M(R„ F)     In R¡

InRj* In Rj ln/VÄ,.;-«

We assume I0 = U JLi(Rj, NRf). Obviously the sequence {/*,} can be chosen so

rare that (Rj, NRJ) n (R¡, NRJ = 0, i +j. Define Ix = I0\ I. We will show now

that mes /, = oo. Indeed

•'/,   r      J,oXj   r      y_, J*.       r      Jj   r      f*% J]   r

since // (dr/r) < oo (see above in this section). Thus

00=/ — < j   dr = mes /,.
-//,n{r>i}    r       •'/,

We return now to the representation (3.2). The function f(z) there is of order A,

so that for a given e > 0

|/(z)| < exp rx+<. (4.9)

On the other hand for f G H, r = |f | G Ix and a given e > 0 according to (4.3)

\F($)\ = (1 + o(\))M(r, P) > exp r*^. (4.10)

From (4.9) and (4.10) now follows: for f G H, |f | = r G 7,

iea,^a))i- /U)
to

„a+
< exPr       = e-d + 0(DK- (4U)

exp r"~

5. Lemma 2. For each o> > 0 m>/7/i p > A + to /nere w a sequence of intervals I on

the r-axis with mes I = oo SKcn that for all f G //, |f | G I

|ww(f )| < r"(p+ >V2'r ",       y = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., N0, (5.1)

w/ieve A^ is an arbitrary positive integer and I = I(Nq).

Proof. Let h(z) be an entire function of order p. It is known (see for example [1,

p. 22]) that outside a set H0 of circles Ek with union I* of their radii /*:

U *_1 I* = T* of finite measure: mes I* < oo

e-"+' < |n(z)| < e"*' (5.2')

for an arbitrary e > 0 and r > ^(e) (r G /*). Each function Qk(z) (see (1.2)) is a

meromorphic function of order not more than A and can be represented as a

fraction of two entire functions of the same order as Qk(z): Qk(z) = hx(z)/h2(z).

As above, there is a set H0 of circles with union of radii I* of finite measure,

mes I* < oo, such that for z G H0 the functors /j,(z) and h2(z) satisfy inequality

(5.2'). Then for z $ H0

e-^'<\Qk(z)\<e^\ (5.2)

for r > r0(e).
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Denote / = Ix \ I* = Ix \ (J k°„x 1% (the definition of Ix is given in the previous

section). Suppose now that (5.1) is already wrong for v = 0. Then there is a certain

<o0 > 0 with p > A + to0 and a sequence {^}, {^} G I such that

H£)| > exp r/-"°,       rj = %\ G /,   r, T oo. (5.3)

We have

lßtt.H-(£))|- 2 QAX)yq-\l)
k = 0

> iß0(nw*(f)i - 2 iß*a)i k«-*a)i
k-l

-k*tt)l|lßott)l- 2 lß*«)l HOI"*
*=1

whence in view of (4.3) and (4.2),

A exp -/-A+e —\Q{Sj, w(i)))| > exp <-"»  exp -r/+e - exp rx+e 2   exP -^/~"0

> exp ^/""»{exp -/-/+e -^ exp(-/-/+"o + rx+t)}

= exp((l + o(l))qrf+»°)

for large enough 7 and sufficiently small e (since p > A + w0). The last inequality

contradicts (4.11). Thus for each w > 0 with p — <o > A

KOI <*""".        M-lfle/,    r>r0(<o).

Now let f G # with |f I G 7. Then

(5.4)

^) = Ä1 lUL-i.      C:,.-f,.M

where according to (3.4) we can choose

|tj| = (K \ri+aK)-\       K = K(r, F).

We obtain for |f I = r G I

2" -v\

(5.5)

,;<">tt)l< max        |w(m)|
i?rhi" m < ir Ki+M/2)1

= yv(KW+«KyM(r + ^,w),        K=K(r,F),

and in respect to (5.4) and (5.5) for f G H, |f | G I

K'>(01<^(*tf+"Jt>'exp r + UK\nl+aK)-1 (5.6)

It is known ([3, p. 35]), that

mlriK(r,F) = mminM(r,F) =
,._>«,       In r ,._«, In r

Thus for a given e0: 1 > e0 > 0 and r > r0(e0)

K(r, F) < r'*'a.

From (5.6) and (5.7) we obtain

(5.7)
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\w<'\$)\ < v\ i^)VP+e° ln1 + a /■p+eo)" exp(2r)p-" < r"<*+1> exp(2r)p-",       r G /.

Lemma 2 is proven.

6. We fix now the number w so that p > A + w.

Lemma 3. The inequality

|*tt, wtf), *"tt), • • •. "(n)(f))| < rV3"'"" (6.1)

«oWï /or all Ç E. H with large enough |f | = r G I (I is defined in Lemma 2) and a

certain constant s.

Proof. From (1.2) follows

\R(S, HS), w'(f), . . . , HrWtf))!
m

< 2        to*,...<.(*)! Iw'°^)l l^if)l4 • • • l^tf)!4-
i0+i,+ ••■  +i„ = 0

According to (5.1) we obtain

i*tt, w(n, w(í ),.."., w<")(f ))i
m

< 2       |Ä,Vl...,„a)k(p+1)('0+"+2'2+' •+"i-)(2r).    (6.2)
i'0+i,+ • ■ • + /„ = 0

The functions R¡, ..., (z) are meromorphic functions of order not higher than A

and therefore

\Rv,..i.U)\<e<*'r'>       r = |f|>r'(e), (6.3)

fore G H, If | G /(see (5.2)).

From (6.2) and (6.3) now follows

|/?(f, w(f ), w'(f ), . . . , w<">(£))| < ^r^"+1) exp((2r)p-" + (2r)A+e),

p — (0 > A + £,

where

m

¿ -       2       i.
i0 + i,+ • • • +i„ = 0

We see that for r = |f | > A, r G /, f G H

\r(s, ho, ^(si •••- w(n)(n)i < r*e^~w

with í = mn(p + 1) + 1. Thus Lemma 3 is proven.

7. Completion of the proof of the theorem. We know the representation Q(z, w(z))

= f(z)/F(z) where f(z) and F(z) are entire functions of order < A and p: p > X

respectively. For f G H, |f | G / (mes / = oo) according to (4.3)

\Q(S, w(f ))| < exp rA+7exp r"+«'> = exp -rp+«'>(l + o(l)) (7.1)

where ß(r) -^r^x 0. In view of (6.1) and (7.1) we get for f G H, |f | G /
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\R(S, w(f),w'(f ),..., w<">(f))||ß(f,>v(f))|

< rs exp(3r)p-u exp -rP+«'Mi + «(i)>

= exp - (1 + o(l))rp+ß<r\ (7.2)

(1.1) now gives for the same f (f G H, |f | G /)

P(S, w(f )) = 0(exp - (1 + o(l))r'+«'>). (7.3)

The relations

¿>(f, w) = o(exp - (1 + o(\))rp+ß^),

ß(f, w) = 0(exp - (1 + o(l))r*+«'>),       ß(r) -*   0,
r—»oo

on the set H = (f : f G H, |f | G /} define a system of equations, from which w(f )

can be found. After eliminating w we obtain

<p(f) = 0(exp-(l+o(l))r'+«"),

where <p(z) is a meromorphic function of order not greater than A. Indeed replacing

w by H>(f ), we get according to (1.2)

P¿X)w» + P,(f)^-' + • • • + P,(?) = C?(exp -(1 + o(l))r'+«'>),

ßo(*>? + ß^)^"1 + • • • +QP(S) = 0(exp -(1 + o(l))r"+^>),

(|f| = r,w = w(f),JS(r)r-,oo0).  (7.4)

Supposep < q. We can now eliminate wq by multiplying the first equation of the

last system with ß0(f )wq~p(Ç) and the second with -P0(f ) and then adding them.

Remembering that w(f ) satisfies on H inequality (1.5) (with v = 0 there), we obtain

ßo(i)w*_/,(?)0(exp - (1 + o(l))rp+^w) = 0(exp - (1 + o(l))rp+/J(r))

and

-P0(f)O(exp -(1 + o(l))rp+«'>) = 0(exp -(1 + o(l))rp+«r>).

Therefore after the above indicated operations we get

-Qi(S)Po($)"q-y-ß,(0fo(0 = 0(exp -(1 + o(l))r>+«'>).

Thus we reduced the degree of one of the equations of (7.4) in respect to w by a

unit and the new system from which w has to be eliminated contains the first

equation of (7.4) and the last one. In such a way we lower the degrees of w in the

equation of (7.4) step by step until w will be completely eliminated and we finally

come to

<p(f)= 0(exp-(l + o(l))r'+«'>), (7.5)

where <p(z) is a meromorphic function of order no more than A but which does not

vanish identically because q>(z) is the resultant of the system (3.1), where P(z, w)

and Q(z, w) are mutually prime polynomials in ÜTÍ. We saw earlier that outside a

set E' of circles with a finite sum of radii

W(z)\>e-^\ (7.6)

Equality (7.5) now shows that all the solutions of this equation are within E'. But
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(7.5) is correct for all f G H (|f | G /, mes / = oo) so that the set / on the r-axis

has to be of finite measure: mes / < oo. But mes / = oo. We obtained a contradic-

tion which shows that our assumption about Q(z, w) depending on w is not

possible. The theorem is proven.
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